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In addition to the newsletter uploaded to VMS and also sent to your individual email inboxes,
we now have our MG newsletters uploaded on this website:
https://licking.osu.edu/program-areas/master-gardener-volunteers/newsletters

Veggie Classes

Phil Metzer

Since the veggie classes in March and April of 2020 had to be cancelled, this is giving me
an opportunity to re-think how this gardening information is presented to the general public.
If we are allowed to gather folks in May, I am designing a 2.5 hour class that covers multiple
vegetable growing topics/techniques (except Garden Planning & Soil which were already
presented and Seed Starting which is too late).
The May class will be a test-run of a 3-4 hour class in 2021 that presents "all" the veggie
gardening info at one time instead of one subject at a time over several months. We could
then conduct the new class in several different locations (ex. Heath, Pataskala, Johnstown,
Utica) in February & March.
This new approach would benefit our clients/audience by not making them come back to us
repeated times to get "the whole story". It also helps us by not having to set up/take down
classrooms as often.
I would be interested in hearing your opinion about this "new approach" by sending email to
me at metzler_phil@yahoo.com or a SHORT text message to 614-595-3173.
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Coordinators Column

Lori Swihart

I hope this newsletter arrives in your email and greets you healthy and happy
today.
Life is a little crazy at the moment, but as gardeners, we can actually have
the time of our lives. Imagine, to be told to stay home and not report to work
or go to meetings, shopping. We can successfully practice social distancing
in our garden beds while pulling weeds, transplanting perennials or cleaning
up from last fall. I do not know about you, but I am in heaven. Sure, Covid-19
is on my mind but I just try to stay active and keep my mind busy with what I
love to do. My husband did his part of social distancing this week and took
his boat out on Buckeye Lake fishing on Wednesday and Thursday. I have
found that I am rationing my supplies just so I do not have to go out or use
the grocery pickup option. I am reading more, enjoying my husband’s company and the pets really,
really like it that I am home. I have been given so many kisses and purrs.
I appreciate the pictures of your blooms in your gardens you have sent to me and have forward them
onto Nancy. She has included them in this issue of our newsletter just to share and brighten everyone's
day. Tara was visiting our Learning Gardens and was sweet to send me pictures of her family’s visit. I
am so happy the garden was a source of peace for them and a place to explore.
Our world is upside down at the present but what an opportunity we have as MGV's to share our love of
gardening with our community. I foresee that people gardening that has never considered gardening
before to feed their families and give relief to their stressed budgets. We can be their light and answer
their questions via email and Facebook to help their efforts to be successful. I am asking if anyone
would be interested in answering horticulture questions via email to please contact me. I will receive the
questions and then forward the questions to those of you. If you are on our Facebook pages, please
feel free to answers questions on there. Be sure to ask where they are from, as we have people from all
over including Texas, which of course, will have different answers then Ohio. If the questions come
from out of state, I refer them to their local Extension Office.
I think about all of you daily and pray for your protection.
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President’s Column

Joe “Grizz” Smith
For Licking County Master Gardener Volunteers, spring is a time of service and preparation. SERVICE to our gardening and community friends
through the Four Seasons of Gardening Conference (which unfortunately was cancelled for this year.) Veggies and More, Speakers Bureau
and Plant Sale. Invested PREPARATION of the polyhouse, seed planting, water wizards and Pantry Garden clean-up. The common substance of both service and preparation is VOLUNTEERISM, the spirit of
generosity in action. In consideration of today's community health status, we volunteers have been offered new areas of expanded streams
of service.

As I review the 2019 Licking County OSU Extension Needs Assessment as well as LCMGV November SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) report, specific assets and desired
direction clearly stands out. Licking County is a safe volunteer minded community that enjoys building relationships through collaborative partnership. What a season to broaden our individual service
stream. For me, it is in the areas of food delivery for the home bound, preparing landscapes and
cultivating stronger family unity. I regard these enhanced areas of service as an extension of my
appreciation and devotion to gardening. During these days of imposed opportunities, each has
been offered a time for reflection and expanded engagement to that which we hold dear - VOLUNTEERISM.
See you in the Garden.

How/What I’m Doing

Joe “Grizz” Smith

During this time of physical distancing little has changed for me. The change is in HOW I'M DOING WHAT I'M DOING. Spending a lot of time in the village (Reddington Village) gardens, visiting with the
grandkids (I’m outside, they’re inside), spring garden cleaning of clients gardens (no one around - I
can park anywhere), riding my bike (few people on the trail), reading, writing and doing more puzzles.
The biggest change for me has been the joy of helping my wife Bobbie around the house (inside).
Moved a number of plants (shrubs) and rain has been wonderful for them. All is well.
I have been blessed to have been outside working the gardens ever non - rain day of this month. Pruning trees and shrubs, identifying host plants for Praying Mantis and plant photos for articles. Find your
helpers and get OUTSIDE .
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Pam Satterfield

Spring is just around the corner, with tree and flowers budding and honey bees emerging to begin their
work for the season! I had the opportunity to interview Steve Shane, an expert beekeeper, about his favorite hobby, and what to expect with bees and the garden this year in Licking County.
Q: What happens with the bees in the spring?
A: In March, the bees emerge and gather pollen from trees and early blooming flowers such as crocus.
Early blooming trees are witch hazel, willows, alders, elms and red maples. By mid April/May timeframe,
the bees are collecting both pollen and nectar from sources such as dandelions, red buds, black locusts
and wild cherries.
Q: So in the spring and early summer, the bees are feeding their brood (egg/larvae) and building up their
honey supply - is that correct?
A: Yes. By summer, the bees are simply maintaining their hives: feeding their brood, making honey, and
pollinating our flowers, fruits and vegetables! Towards the middle of June, the bees change the nectar into
honey by fanning the cells with their wings, which reduces the water content down to 18%. After this is
done, the bees will cap all the cells and the honey is ready.
Q: Can you explain the term “honey flow”
A: When the bees have an abundance of plants to obtain nectar, it is called honey flow. Times of honey
flow in Licking county are in May/June and Sep/Oct. Honey flow can be recognized by white beeswax on
the top bars of the hive, as well as a sweet honey smell. At this time, the bees start storing this extra honey
on the top box of the hive, know as the “honey super.” It is the honey from the honey super that beekeepers extract, leaving all the honey in the two boxes below for the bees to eat during the winter.
Q: When is honey harvested in our area?
A: Spring honey is harvested around July 4th from the top honey super. Remember that this is the
“surplus” honey. The beekeeper must ensure that the bees have enough time to make enough honey to get
through the winter months. Fall honey is harvested in September or October, only if there is an abundance
of honey in addition to what the bees would need for the winter.
Q: Any other fun facts to share to us gardeners?
A: Yes, here are some interesting things:
Honey bees love what gardeners call “weeds” or “invasive” plants. These plants provide both nectar
and pollen and include dandelions, dame’s rocket, thistle, wild phlox and loosestrife.
As a general rule, honey can only be labeled as a certain variety (example: lavender honey) if there
are no other type of plants within a 3 mile radius (approximately). Since smaller beekeepers can’t
control what plants the bees go to, the honey is labeled as “wildflower” honey.
ABOUT STEVE: Steve was raised in Upper Sandusky, Ohio, on a dairy farm and was introduced to beekeeping by his grandfather. After taking a course at Dawes Arboretum 20 years ago, Steve has been beekeeping ever since, and has had as many as 18 hives at one time. He has been a wonderful mentor for me
as a beginning beekeeper. Steve’s delicious wildflower honey is called “Rocky Top Apiary,” and can be
found at Glenn’s Market in Wilkins Corner, Ohio. (Below pictures: Steve Shane and Pam Satterfield)
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2019 State Award Nominees

Lori Swihart

The results of your voting for 2019 State Award Nominees:
Winners are highlighted.

Friends of LCMGV:
Nominees
Commissioner Tim Bubb
Jim and Mary Competti (Old World Garden Farms/Pantry Garden)
Cedar’s Lawn and Garden
Steve Hunt (free wood chips for walkways in Learning Garden)
Lucinda Price (donation and State Farm Matching Grant)
Walt Hinger ( Plant Sale location property owner)
Lenier Crawford (Pataskala Parks and Recreation)
Bird Haven Farms
Dawes Arboretum
Outstanding 2019 Projects:
Nominees
Veggies Series
New Pantry Garden
Four Seasons of Gardening
Newark Grows booth at Canal Market
Sponsorship Committee
Outstanding 2019 Master Gardener Volunteer:
Nominees
Kaye Alban

Phil Metzler

Cheryl Beaty

Jane Onspaugh

Katheryn Bierley

Jim Rengert

Linda Bishop

Lina Robinson

Elaine Boaz

Kathy Stout

Cheryl Campbell

Pat Smith

Nancy McClary

Sharon Walraff

Congratulations to all wonderful nominees and outstanding winners. The State Award winners will
be announced at the State Conference in Cuyahoga County on September 11-12, 2020.
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Earthworms

Sheila Geiling
Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About Earthworms
But Were Afraid to Ask
(Not everything but a few facts)

You either love earthworms or prefer not to be around them. We all know how important earthworms are
and how they play a huge part in the ecosystem of life. Charles Darwin, best known for his theory of
evolution, studied worms for 38 years. He even published a book on them in 1881 with his findings, just
before he died. In this book he suggested earthworms are the most important creatures on Earth. We
talk so much about pollinators but without good soil, plants can’t grow and therefore, what is there to
pollinate. Earthworms are the base to our successful planting and growing. Earthworms can be a
farmer's best friend. Their behavior can naturally improve the quality of crops. The underground tunnels
they dig allow water to seep into the ground more easily. Thus, plants are able to slurp up more water
and grow even bigger. These tunnels also help aerate the soil, bringing more life-giving oxygen to roots.
Earthworms eat dirt, pulling out vital nutrients from bits of leaves and roots in the soil. They help break
down these nutrients before depositing them back through their waste. This helps keep the soil fresh
and healthy.
Let’s take a few minutes and learn some fun facts about our little muddy buddies.







Earthworms can be found almost everywhere with the exceptions of extreme deserts.



The skin exudes a lubricating fluid that makes moving through underground burrows easier and
helps keep skin moist.




Lacking lungs or other specialized respiratory organs, earthworms breathe through their skin.



Earthworms feel are slimy to the touch, but they are actually covered in tiny, hair-like bristles
called setae. Each one of the body segments, called annuli, use their setae to help the worm move
through the dirt. Without these bristles, earthworms would find it much more difficult to burrow underground.



If an earthworm is cut in half, it often has the ability to regenerate its missing body segments. It's
easier for younger worms to regenerate than older ones, but if the damage isn't too severe, the injury won't be permanent. There is a myth that if you cut an earthworm perfectly in half, both ends will
regenerate and become two worms. The thick band known as the clitellum is found closer to the
head, and most of a worm's organs are above it. Only the half with the head will be able to regenerate.



It's a common misconception that earthworms crawl out of the ground when it rains so they don't
drown in their flooded tunnels. So, why do worms surface during wet weather? The behavior might
be due to the vibrations caused by raindrops when they hit the ground. To an earthworm, these

Earthworms have been around for about 600 million years.
Earthworms are 90% water.
Earthworms come in a seemly infinite variety- around 6,000 species worldwide.
One of the most familiar of them, the sort you may see in your garden, is commonly known as the
night crawler (it typically surfaces after dark), the angleworm (makes popular bait for fishing) or the
rain worm (it leaves waterlogged soil after storms).

Each earthworm is both male and female, producing both eggs and sperm. They aren't selffertilizing - they still need to mate. Afterwards, each earthworm builds a tiny cocoon out of a substance secreted from the bulge in its body, close to its head. Two to four weeks later little earthworms crawl out of the cocoon.

(Cont’d on Page 7 )
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vibrations sound like those caused by moles digging in the ground. Moles eat earthworms, so
when the worms hear one coming, they will rush to the surface to avoid danger.



Although earthworms can't see light, they can still sense its presence. They spend most of their
lives underground and rarely breach the surface. When they do, the sensors near their head will
start to notice the presence of sunlight. After about an hour, this light will paralyze the
worms. Ultraviolet rays can also be deadly as it dries the worms out, suffocating them.



Earthworms are often called night crawlers in the United States for their nocturnal feeding habits.
Due to their sensitivity to light, common earthworms tend to surface at night. Besides eating,
worms also use this time to mate or travel.



The record for the largest common earthworm is held by a British worm known as Dave. Dave
grew to an astounding 16 inches and weighed about an ounce. He was such an impressive specimen that his body has been preserved at the Natural History Museum in London.




Worms digest half of their body weight on average each day.
A worm’s digestive system is a tube which runs straight from the front at the mouth and all the way
to the rear.
A wide variety of animals eat earthworms, including rats, birds, foxes, moles, shrews, snakes,
frogs, snails, salamanders, skunks and toads. Some insect species such as ants and beetles also
feed on earthworms. Earthworms play a major role in the food chain.



With my research I could continue with many more interesting facts about earthworms but I don’t want
to overwhelm you and “muddy your mind”.
The next time you dig up, or find an earthworm, look at it with a new appreciation for what they do for
us and how we should worship the little squiggly things. I don’t mind holding them but….I could NEVER fish with them. Every time I tried placing one on the hook, I could hear its screams of pain I was
inflicting upon them. So, I don’t do worms and fishing.
Spring is almost here and then it will be time to play with the worms!

Postcards in the Slow Lane

Mary Beth Mathews

Here’s another collection on fungi from my friend Marita King in Mt. Vernon
Although it's too early for native wildflowers in our neck of the woods, I've been successful in photographing fungi. What I find this month are a number of Little Brown Mushrooms (below left) that appear any time, even in winter when we have a warm spell, as well as colorful old and dry species,
like these False Turkey Tails (below) from last year.

More exciting fungi for me right now are seasonal ones that are indicative of spring's arrival, like the
Scarlet Elf Cup of which I've shown you the first specimen I discovered a month ago when I had increased the odds of finding one by searching at a location where I'd been successful the year before. I no longer have to favor previously identified sites - this late in March I find these lovely harbingers of spring along every trail I walk.
(Cont’d on Page 8 )
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Postcards (Cont’d from Page 7 )

Of course, not all of them are readily exposed as the two above. Sometimes you've got to train your
eyes to spot the hidden cups (above right) among the leaf litter but the red color helps tremendously. These fungi grow on decaying sticks, so look on the ground for them. There are actually several
similar species in our woods and you can read more about them if you wish at https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Sarcoscypha_coccinea
Another distinctive cup fungus that you'll see appearing this early in spring is the Devil's Urn (https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urnula_craterium). Sometimes parasitic on oak, I usually find saprobic cups,
those that develop on dead sticks which may be buried as they are in the pictures below:

Most folks who hunt edible mushrooms in Ohio will soon start searching for Morels. Around Mount
Vernon, we may have to wait until late April before the first species appear as I see no signs so far of
my usual indicators, such blooming great white trillium and redbuds.
Let me end this series with a suggestion on how you can boost the exercise value of your own walk in
the woods. Carry along a trash bag and help rid your local environment of litter as well as invasive
plants. My focus is usually on the garlic mustard and I start early when I can get hundreds into a bag to
carry home to my trash can.

Learn to identify this invasive species before it blooms and be sure to pull gently to get as much of the
roots as possible.
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Early Bloomers
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Lori Swihart

It is such a beautiful day today (3/25/20). Hope you all are able to get out into our soggy gardens. At
least we can weed. Bittercress is emerging and flowering. Yuck. I thought that we could do something fun. If you are able, please share your early bloomers in your gardens with the rest of us.

Daffodils - Alice Schlaegal

Leather Leaf Viburnum - Lori Swihart

Magnolia stellate “Royal Star” Star
Magnolia - in the Phenology Garden
-Tara Gill

Daffodil in Jackson’s Woods - Karen Jackson

Sheila Geiling

Pulmonaria - Lori Swihart
(Cont’d on Page 10 )
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Early Bloomers (Cont’d from Page 9)

Boxwood (Lori Swihart)

Helleborus (Lori Swihart)

Daffodils (Mary Beth Mathews)
Garden Bed (Loretta Pullins)

Forsythia (Nancy McClary)
Star Magnolia (Linda Coppler)
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Leopard Palm

Linda Mash

My Leopard Palm is blooming. It is not fully open yet but it is such an interesting plantI bring the pot
with the large bulb out my basement as late as possible so it does not bloom too early. It has normally started to grow already. The flower has just started to open the past few days. At that time it
smells like rotten meat. The stem looks like camouflage. Once the flower (which is usually 12-15 in.
tall itself) is spent it wilts as well as the stem. Then a short time later the stem comes up again
(camouflage color) and it looks like a beautiful palm tree around 3-4 ft. tall. That last until frost if you
have never seen one. Then it goes back in my cool dark basement until spring. Update 3/29/20 - It’s
blooming and boy does it smell!

De-Stress While Helping Wildlife

Mary Beth Mathews
The National Wildlife Federation knows that
this is a stressful and challenging time for
everyone. We are encouraging people to
take some time to de-stress and carve out
some “green time” by gardening for wildlife.
Check out these tips to Garden for Wildlife
while safely sourcing the supplies to do so by
coping this link into your browser:
https://blog.nwf.org/2020/03/de-stress-whilehelping-wildlife/
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Still Have Chores
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Lowell Rhodeback

Living in the country is NOT boring even with social distancing, stay at home, and open environment
Coronavirus 19 restrictions. Instead this spring is like any other spring which means that “I have Spring
Fever”; that feeling of not being able to accomplished everything that I would like to.
My wife and I are empty nesters, senior citizens with a two-year-old rambunctious Toy Rat Terrier pup
named Tinker who demands much exercise and attention.
Last two days, Tinker and I had been taking long walks into the woods. Our first walk was to check out
my neighbor’s information that we had a large 70 foot tall tree down in an area that may be only accessible from his property. He knew that it fell on the other side of our creek and near a ravine. It had
been an overwhelming tall hickory tree that grew from the base of a 30 foot deep ravine. My references
state that a hickory can get 70 to 90 foot tall. This tree seemed to exceed that maximum! I’m fortunate
that I can access the tree from my property, but that isn’t any priority now.
Our second walk into the woods was to a remote area on the backside of our property across a creek
and up steep hills. I hadn’t been in this area for some time since the access roadway is too steep and
wet for our 4 wheel tractor. It was a disturbing site of downed and leaning trees. Tinker’s nose and
eyes were over active with scents and sites of unexplored areas. We heat our house and hot water
with an outdoor wood boiler which takes about 12 cords of firewood every year. There’s other areas in
the woods that also needs worked! Plenty of firewood; in fact, what should I drag to the barnyard first
when I only use 12 cords a year? It’s more efficient to drag the logs to the barnyard for cutting and
splitting.
I had been very concerned about our five acre crop field being encroached by trees in two fence rows
for a few years and had decided this is the year to resolve that before soybean planting time this spring.
There is just too many trees to clear all this year, so need to prioritize which trees this year. While trying to determine how to accomplish this before planting time, a hen turkey within 10 to 15 feet caught
my attention. I was only able to see her when she turned her head. Beautiful site; and she was so
trustingly clam; probably having her nest there. This time of year, there’s so much expanding of wild
life. We normally only have 4 – 8 deer during the winter and lately it’s more like 12 – 14 deer that access our field.
Gardening is not a high priority now other than to observe the rhubarb having 3 – 4 inch diameter
leaves, daffodils blooming, and forsythia and bridle’s wreath starting to bloom. Our garden is within an
one acre electrified fenced-in area, for protection from deer and turkeys. Part of the fence needs rebuilt, re-stretched, and posts replaced. I’ve now placed that task as less priority for the present. The
concord grapes which isn’t in the fenced in area haven’t produced a crop for a few years. The problem
seems to be that pruning them enhances the deer’s access to eat the fruit!
Our hen house of 65 layers needs cleaned out, but the soil is too wet for the weight of our tractor and
spreader.
The bank behind the wood shed had been eroding a little, so I divided and transplanted some daffodils
(they have excellent root system) to plant there. I had considered planting some dogwood trees but I
know that they would not survive with the deer pressure.
We saw a pair of blue birds a few weeks ago. That encouraged me to work our blue bird trail. Haven’t
seen any since I maintenance the bird houses!
I’m only writing this now (3/28/2020) since there’s too much of a threat of rain for me to be remote from
the barnyard with a chainsaw.
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What Are You Doing?

Nancy McClary

Because of the order to avoid the COVID-19 virus we have been asked to “stay at home.” I thought
that I would ask our Members what they are doing with their time during this forced time-out. Your
responses are throughout this newsletter, and more are below:
I potted up new houseplants and re- potted others . . . it feels good to see my plants thrive! - Brenda
Fenton
I am blessed to still be working, but in the evenings I am weeding, starting seeds, preparing raised
beds and straw bales to plant. - Loretta Pullins
I am having fun spending lots of time in my sewing room and sewing baby quilts for charity. When it
has been nice outside, I have been cleaning out flower beds. Carol Svatora
I had a friend bring packages of seeds to my front porch, so I have a seed swap if anyone wants to
participate. Feel free to stop out, drop off things you have to share and pick up things you need. No
need to knock on the door. There’s plenty of room for parking and social distancing. My address is
7402 Brownsville Rd., next to Flint Ridge park. - Coleen Slagle
Going on walks, hosting virtual story times with my grandchildren, and digging out some pesky Vinca
vines that have taken over parts of my garden! - Pam Satterfield
I’m working as a pharmacist at children’s hospital. I am incredibly proud and grateful for my amazing co
-workers, they are so dedicated and hard working. - Amie WalterI
feel guilty saying that we are sheltering in place at Big Pine Key Fishing Lodge campground. Wish all
of you could be here. Fresh herbs and tomatoes make the isolation not bad at all. I’m looking forward to
all the Master Gardener activities this summer. - Jo Walters
I have been planting seeds, pruning berry bushes, and taking long walks. I oversaw the repair of a
major driveway wash out. There is now a new 18” pipe and a small swale to help with water movement. I’ve been going through my parent’s farm records with my mother. I am very blessed to have
parents that taught six of us how to make do and manage doing without. - Alice Schlaegel
Making cards and sending to brighten folk's day. - Sheila Geiling
I am preparing 15 raised veggie beds (370 sq. ft.) for planting. I also have volunteered to be an OSU
test site for growing four different cultivars of veggies. - Phil Metzler
Gradually cleaning flowerbeds, weather permitting. I’m enjoying daffodils, squill, and hellebores. My
perennials are beginning to show new basal growth, and planning what to divide in anticipation of the
Hudson Ave. Plant Sale. - Mary Beth Mathews
I'm still working full time as a nurse at OSU Wexner Medical Center and spending my afternoons off
watching “Wine with DeWine” at 2 p.m. with my fellow Ohioans. Cheers everyone! - Collette Peugeot
This is a great time of the year to have extra time for gardening. Like so many of you I am now watching seeds sprout and grow for my veggie garden. Also, flower beds have been prepped for the growing
season. Pruning that should have been done years ago has finally been completed. Additionally, I
have used this time to create a plant inventory of the ornamental plants growing on our property. However, the most exciting thing that has been accomplished so far has taken place indoors in a dark area
where nothing (thank goodness) is growing - the basement has been cleaned out! That is something
that should have been tackled twenty-five years ago! - Elaine Boaz
I’m enjoying the warmth of the sun’s rays and the beauty of this exquisite white magnolia (picture on
Page 10) while working to clean up my garden beds. Most years there is snow or freezing temperatures limiting the enjoyment of this early bloomer. It’s very difficult separated from my family and grandsons but doing my part, and gardening is providing therapeutic benefits during this stressful time in our
lives. I am certain with patience and vigilance we will be able to share more memories in the years to
come. - Linda Coppler
(Cont’d on Page 14)
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What Are You Doing? (Cont’d from Page 13)

I am taking some free online classes. I am taking a vegetable gardening class from Oregon State, The
Science of Well Being from Yale and doing a bible study with Max Lucado on his book Anxious For Nothing. I have joined two Master Gardener lunch seminars and plan to attend many more. I love this education format and hope they keep it around after this shelter in place mandate is finished as it is so convenient for me. I always cook but probably more since I can't eat out. I am communicating with my family a bit
more frequently which I enjoy. I am walking most days with my husband. It has been great to be outside
and watch nature on the brink of explosion! I usually have a puzzle I work on when I have free time or
need to relax. Additionally, I love to read. I am very busy and occupied and never feel bored, even though
I do miss the contact with my family and friends! Stay safe and stay home! - Lisa McReynolds

Planning a Clock Garden

Linda Bishop
I know I am not alone in using this quiet time at home to dream
about the possibilities for gardening in this new season. I am
thinking about creating a clock garden. This idea stemmed
from an herb project I have been assigned for an herb class I
am taking. (Linda Coppler, Diane Rowlee, and Donna Walters
are taking it too!)
I hope to use the raised bed in container garden to build my
clock garden project. While researching this effort, I have run
across those who think it is a stupendous endeavor and those
who think it is the errand of fools. After you read this, let me
know what you think.

The idea of the first clock garden was created by Carolus Linnaeus, the Swedish botanist, whom we credit with creating the
taxonomic nomenclature for organizing the natural world. His
classification system allows scientists to better communicate with one another about animals and
plants without using common names—names which are differently common dependent on where you
live. Brilliant. Based on his field observations, Linnaeus also divided flowers into three behavioral
categories: 1) meteorici-whereby flowers open and close dependent upon the weather; 2) tropici—
flowers open and close dependent on the hours of daylight; and 3) aequinoctales—flowers open and
close precisely at a given time of day and generally close everyday at a determinate hour. It is from
this premise that he planned to create a clock garden. He would choose and plant flowers in a landscape so one could estimate the time by observing the opening and closing of flowers.
(Above: “Four-O-Clock’s”)

There appears to be no record of Linnaeus actual completion of a clock garden. There are lists of flowers he proposed that would work to open or close from 3-5am, 6-8 am, 9-11 am, 12-2 pm, 3-5 pm, 6-8
pm, and 9-11 pm. I have thought about trying this out. Several problems have to be solved. Since
the growth of flowers is dependent on the biome, climate, weather, moisture, soil type, and the circadian rhythms of plants including the length of daylight hours--this could be quite a challenge. Plus,
some of the flowers Linnaeus suggested to use are invasive—such as bindweed! So, here is what I
am currently doing.
I am studying what plants to grow and trying to choose wisely. I am ordering seeds for flowers that
should demonstrate opening and closing over a 21-hour time period. (I don’t intend to get up in the
night and watch flowers from 11pm-to 3 am—heck, I might not make it past 8 pm!) I am studying germination times and tips for germinating different kinds of seeds including how to expedite germination—did you know you can boil some seeds to do this? I am researching specific plant needs including soil type, light, temperature, moisture and so on for each of the plants I order. I am planning
how to record all that I am doing and how to label it.
I don’t know if I will be successful. I haven’t figured out how to set up the raised bed in the container
garden to fit each kind of plant that I want to include in my “clock garden.” But, I expect to learn much
and have great fun. Isn’t that what dreaming is all about?
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Kathy Stout

On July 18, 2019, Ohio Governor Mike DeWine signed House Bill 59 into law designating the month of
April as Ohio Native Plant Month.
This legislation makes Ohio one of the first states in the country to have an entire month dedicated to
Ohio native plants!
Goals of the legislation include:



Facilitating communication across the State of Ohio supporting all native plant activities and
events.




Providing information on where to buy native plants in Ohio.
Supporting the nursery industry in Ohio by promoting the sale of native plants

A special native seed mix was created to celebrate Ohio Native Plant Month and can be purchased at
https://www.ohionativeplantmonth.org/buy-seeds-to-support-onpm
I am delighted that Ohio is taking leadership in advocating for native plants! LCMGVs and OCVNs have
been promoting the value of gardening with native plants for many years.
For example, a team of MGVs and OCVNs created The Dawes Arboretum Bird Watching Garden in
2008 and filled it with native plants to attract wildlife and to educate the public. The team received
recognition of the outstanding project at the Ohio Certified Volunteer Naturalists Conference in 2013.
In 2011, in response to the rapid decline in bees, the loss of pollinator habitat, and the plight of the monarch butterfly, the Pollinator Garden at The Dawes Arboretum was created to serve as a demonstration
garden for public enjoyment and learning. The 2011 Xerces Society publication, Attracting Native Pollinators, served as a how-to resource in the creation of pollinator habitat. This project received a 2017
Search for Excellence Award at the International Master Gardener Conference.
MGVs and OCVNs, with support from The Dawes Arboretum staff had big plans, now on hold, to implement a two-year plan for a complete renovation and expansion of the Pollinator Garden to better serve
the public.
Doug Tallamy’s new book, Nature’s Best Hope, A New Approach to Conservation That Starts in Your
Yard, is a perfect companion to Ohio’s efforts to inspire homeowners to garden with nature in mind.
The link below is a conversation with Doug Tallamy about his new book. Be sure to read to the end to
learn something new about caterpillars!
https://awaytogarden.com/how-conservation-starts-in-your-yard-doug-tallamy-on-natures-best-hope/
https://awaytogarden.com/how-conservation-starts-in-your-yard-doug-tallamy-on-natures-best-hope/
https://awaytogarden.com/how-conservation-starts-in-your-yard-doug-tallamy-on-natures-best-hope/
Have you spotted queen bubble bees yet? Check this out.
https://xerces.org/blog/five-ways-to-support-queen-bumble-bees-this-spring
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Hinoki Cypress ‘Confucius’

Grizz Smith

In December, 2019, the Village purchased and planted seven new trees for the purpose of stock
replacement and landscape beautification. One of these trees was the Hinoki Cypress
'Confucius' (Cham ae cy paris obtusa) planted at the entrance pond area. Today, with over 200
Hinoki cultivars, the Confusius moves to the top of the list in regards to its unique beauty, landscape
adaptability, sun/shade exposure, site versatility, minimal maintenance and visual delight. The Japanese name 'Hinoki' means 'fire' referring to the reddish color seen on the tips of its winter foliage.
The Confucius came to North America in the 1980s by way of New Zealand and still today remains a
relatively new landscape planting. Growing 6 to 10 inches annually this small upright tree will mature at 18 feet high and 8-to-10 feet wide. Its feathery fan-like foliage creates a year round color pageant of yellow to orange on its outer edges with a softer showing of gold and green on the inside. In
winter, the branch tips become flames of burgundy and bronze-red enchantment. As a focal centerpiece from any direction, we placed the Confusius at our Village entrance providing maximum visibility for both residents and passing vehicle observers.

Phenology Report

Jim Rengert

Our phenology guru at the March Member Meeting giving a phenology report.

A good start: GDD for Newark: (3/29/2020) - 101
(3/29/2019) - 60
(3/29/2018) - 68
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Great Garden Book

Kaye Alban

I sent for this gardening book, “The Pollinator Victory Garden,” by Kim Eierman about six weeks
ago. I heard Ron Wilson talk to this author on his Saturday radio gardening show. He said it was a
great book for our pollinators, so I sent for it. As you know, pollinators are a very big interest to me,
especially Monarch butterflies.
Pollinators are critical to our food supply and responsible for the reproduction of the vast majority of
all flowering plants on our planet. Pollinators include not only just bees but also beetles, birds,
moths, flies, wasps, and butterflies, although butterflies are not the main pollinators.
The author says many pollinators are in trouble and the reality is that most of our landscapes have
little to offer them. She means to change that. By planting a bit differently and tweaking your landscape aesthetic, you can transition your yard and gardens into a pollinator haven.
Detailed descriptions of pollinators and the pollinator-friendly plants they love are in this book. Step
-by-step instructions are included for turning your landscape into a pollinator paradise. Many beautiful photos, informative illustrations and plant lists.
I have enjoyed this book already and have only read about one-quarter of it. So much to learn and
right now I have lots of time.

It’s Beginning to Look Like . . .

Kathryn Bierley

Just saw the blooms on my azalea this afternoon. And we had the first amphibious visitor to our
little pond! It’s beginning to look a lot like . . . SPRING!
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A Place I Call Home

Elaine Boaz

From Workshop to Potting Shed
This is a story about one of the benefits of becoming a Licking County Master Gardener Volunteer.
This organization fills one’s head and soul with ideas - lots of ideas. Not only do we learn through
our training and projects, but also by seeing what other volunteers do at their homes. After touring
Cheryl Campbell’s lovely potting shed during a Meet Us in the Garden event, I returned home with
visions of potting sheds dancing in my head.
When my husband, Thor, suggested we build a new garage that would include an attached workshop for him, I thought that was a great idea…particularly because that meant he would be moving
his workshop from the spring house to the garage. Now, what could be done with the spring
house???
Several years after a functioning workshop was established in the mostly completed garage/
workshop/barn, it finally was time to make the potting shed a reality. The pictures collected on a
Pinterest idea board came to life. Thor creatively put pallets to use to design potting benches,
shelves and a tool rack. There was now a place for gardening tools and gardening activities.
This potting shed has become my refuge. It is a place where gardening dreams are conceptualized. It is a place where friends come to gather. It is a place where I get to apply the skills I’ve
learned through LCMGV. It is a place I call home.
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Kathryn Bierley

The Polyhouse at C-TEC is open and growing like crazy! We held the Seed Starting Social on March
12 and the tomatoes are looking great. We planted over 300 plants, 12 different varieties so there’s
something for everyone. In addition, there are 70 pepper plants, both sweet and hot, growing fast.
There’s plenty of room this year for those members interested in starting their seeds to get an early
start on the growing season. We’re hoping to extend our polyhouse rental until the end of May so it’s
not too late to join us. Just get in touch with me (614-439-4488) if you are interested.
There will be an e-mail coming soon asking for your ideas on alternatives to our usual plant sale. We
cannot participate in the Historic Hudson Yard Sale due to the COVID-19 restrictions so be thinking of
ways we can still make our wonderful plants available for sale
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Hidden Lake Memories
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Barbara Toman

A favorite ice breaker game is to ask people to find others who like what you like: toothpaste, favorite
Great Lake, dessert, season. I usually select the item that the person standing in front of me suggests.
When it comes to favorite season, I'm hard pressed to select it on my own. Fall has beautiful colors, crisp
sweater weather, apple cider. Winter is snow white, cross country skiing, shoe shoes, wood burning
stove, hot soup, lots of celebrations, March Madness. Summer has beaches, sunsets, sunrises, fresh
fish, sea glass collecting, rock skipping, wind in my face with ferry rides and bike riding. And then there is
Spring: the magical time of year when a teeny, tiny speck of green sends shivers up my spine, a bud on
the pussy willow has me screaming "it lived, it lived', my neighbors write and thank me for the crocus, iris,
daffodils, tulips and allium that fill the garden beds. And it is the season that holds very precious memories of my youth, living near Michigan State University's Hidden Lake Gardens. I am Ohio born, but Michigan-raised. After multiple moves as a coach, my Father was sent to 'scout out Michigan' as a salesman
for a feed company in December 1962. I walked into kindergarten class just as the winter party celebrations were beginning. The thought behind this was to be introduced to my teacher and classmates prior
to the long winter break. My teacher was the most beautiful, kind and loving woman I had ever met outside of my family. She hugged me hello, gave me a tote bag to put all my papers into that first day (hence
my love of any kind of tote.) I was happy to see her at Sunday worship with her husband and three children. They were a happy family, and we were instant friends. They lived on the ground of MSU's Hidden
Lake Gardens, because they were Grounds Managers. We arrived at the beginning of the planting of the
arboretum, with a Visitor Center and Conservatory to follow. With 755 acres of protected grounds, it was
the perfect place for picnics, day camps, and common play dates. The two 'hidden' lakes were really
large ponds, but the addition of trees and plantings helped create a magical area.
My mother was in the local garden club which was very active as volunteers at Hidden Lake Gardens.
They would host the garden show there with juried judges from far away to select the best arrangements.
As a Girl Scout, I had the opportunity to go often to help clean paths in the woods, plant bulbs in the fall,
or plant flowers in the spring. There were special themed places that only certain plantings were acceptable, so that all year long, you could walk around and see something beautiful everywhere. Hidden Lake
Garden's Education programs were out of doors when I was very young, with us collecting leaves and
buds from selected areas to create something. Those make and take sessions have never left me, and I
have enjoyed doing some of those same activities with many children. Back then, we were not split up
into age groups, but were one large group together. There would be preschoolers with high schoolers, all
there learning about the world around us. I was nearly 30 when I was informed that my neighbor, Mr
Wikle, was the world famous Bonsai expert Dr. Jack Wikle - which of course sparked my curiosity, and I it
was then that I learned the majority of instructors were MSU professors.
Spring time also meant the end of Lent. Easter Sunrise Services were community events with fresh hot
coffee and hot chocolate being served with fresh donuts. The trees would be showing a bit of green on
the edges of the branches, and the grass would be damp and slippery. The smell of fresh, crisp air had
me standing still for a minute to catch my breath after running, or slipping and sliding to the lake area.
Taking deep breaths in and out, watching my breath form clouds in front of my face, all the while looking
for swans and ducks in the Hidden Lake. It felt like the whole town came out to sing and shout and celebrate at the top of their lungs. It didn't matter who went to what church that morning, we all gathered at
sunrise to celebrate. I always wore my church clothes, but in years when there was snow still on the
ground, I also wore my snow clothes, boots, ear and hand muffs. We stood, shouted, sang, and celebrated with all the trees swaying with us as the sun rose in the east. Even the ripples on the water seemed
happy we were there. Being cold never mattered to me, because afterwards, we headed downtown for
the most special breakfast of the year. My last visit to Hidden Lake Gardens was for a tribute to my mother after her sudden death. She loved being there, spending decades of happy hours. The driveway was
paved around the grounds, the Hidden Lake was really hidden with the bushes and trees green as green
could ever be, making it more magical than ever. The Hosta hillside was glorious, and the Conservatory
as lush as I remembered.
There are now fees collected to help continue this precious gem, and I'm sure with the proper care, it will
continue to be a wonderful place of learning and giving for decades to come.
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Remembering

Lori Swihart

Remembering Tom Beckett, a former member who passed away Monday, March 23.
Tom was very involved in the MG program in the late 90's and early 2000's. He loved gardening and
had a passion for lilies.
If you have some memories that you would like to share about Tom, please reply all and share them
with us. Tom and Louise were married for 67 years. If you would like Louise's phone number, send
me a private email and I will give you her phone number.
Rest in Peace, Tom. You are ailing no more. Members may view his obituary here: https://
www.pfeiferfuneral.com/obituary/William-Beckett
Memories of Tom:
I was interviewed by Tom when I wanted to become a Master Gardener in 2008. I thought I was so
prepared until Tom asked me if I knew what Phenology was. I had no idea. Isn't it amazing how
someone can change your thinking direction. After that one interview, I was determined to know everything I could about Phenology. Only two years later I became chair of the Phenology garden. Everything in our environment deals with Phenology. Thank you, Tom for making me aware. Rest now
in peace. Jim Rengert

Tom was very involved with the Master Gardener program for many years. Being a retired minister,
he was our resident chaplain, always smiling and full of garden information.
We used to have our fall meetings and potluck at his house for several years. He would share and
teach us about his plants and trees, especially his lilies. We would go home with many plants he
would dig up and share with us. I still have the Hellebores he gave me.
He also talked about his upbringing and how his father taught him about horticulture and why it was
so important.
Tom gave many Master Gardener programs over the years, and cleaning tools was his specialty. He
was our president in the early days of the program and was instrumental in the early layout of our
gardens.
One year we took a trip to Northeast Ohio. We visited Klein Nursery, Bluestone Perennial and wineries...what fun day that was...we rode a wagon at Klein’s acres of plants, and Tom fell off...really
skinned his leg...but he just wiped it off put on a bandage and trudged thru the rest of the day. What
a trooper, and at that time was the oldest MG in the group.
Tom was a kind, generous, knowledgeable, and loving person who I was so lucky to have known in
my life. RIP Tom. Kaye Alban

Yes, he was a super naturalist as well as a generous friend. Linda Erholm
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Proven Winners

Cheryl Beaty

Trees, Shrubs, Perennials and Annuals from Proven Winners
I love Proven Winners plants because they are bred for specific performance such as disease resistance,
size, and performance. Their root stock comes from superior plants that are trialed and tested in Michigan, New Hampshire, California, Florida, Germany and Japan. In addition, plants are sent to garden videographers and bloggers for testing in home landscapes. Plants are trialed at least four years before being
presented to the public. Proven Winners also has trial gardens around their major greenhouses. The
closest one to Ohio is the Four Star Gardens in Carrolton, Michigan. It is well worth the trip to see all the
fabulous plants. Tammie Hedglin and I visited there last September and were very impressed.

Proven Winners has created plants that solve some of our problems, like invasive plants, plants that need
deadheading, and plants too large for small gardens. The Rose of Sharon “Purple Satin” is a seedless
variety that won’t make a nuisance of itself in your landscape. Japanese Anemone traditionally spreads
all over the garden, but Proven Winners Anemones like ‘Curtain Call Deep Rose’ spreads slowly.

Supertunia petunias, great for containers and in the landscape, don’t have to be
deadheaded and come in several sizes and traits. The Supertunia Vista forms massive mounds of large flowers; the Supertunia has large flowers but a somewhat
smaller presentation; Supertunia Trailing produces hanging strings up to 36”; and
the Supertunia Mini-Vista, 1 ft. tall by 2 ft. wide, has smaller flowers and is perfect
for small containers.
The Bloomerang Reblooming Lilac series blooms in
spring, takes a brief rest to put on new growth and then blooms again from midsummer through fall. There are three varieties that were bred to be smaller than
traditional lilacs. The Bloomerang Lilac grows just 4 ft. tall by 5 ft. wide and
comes in purple, dark purple and pink blossoms. Next, there is Bloomerang
Dwarf, 3 ft. tall and wide in purple and pink. Scent and Sensibility Pink Lilac is a
3 ft. tall x 6 ft. wide reblooming lilac and Baby Kim Lilac is 3 ft. tall and wide. All
have a nice rounded shape and are exceptionally disease and deer resistant.
For those of us with smaller yards who want evergreens that thrive in sun or part
shade, Proven Winners produces an arborvitae called North Pole that resists
winter burn, takes sun or part shade, and is about 15ft. tall by 5ft. wide for narrow
sites. Anna’s Magic Ball is a cute little sphere 15 in. tall
x 18 in. wide that laughs at winter weather. The yellowish green foliage is feathery and keeps its color all year.
Another evergreen that shines is the Sprinter Boxwood
that is fast-growing and forms an attractive hedge. It
ranges from 2-4 ft. tall and wide but can be trimmed to
manage size. To learn more about Proven Winners, check out their website provenwinners.com for plants, information, design help, plant care, and watering.
If you want to be delighted, entertained, and learn a lot about Proven Winners
plants as well as great gardening tips, follow Laura at Garden Answer on You
Tube.
(Cont’d on Page 23)
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LCMG Officers
Coordinator:
Lori Swihart
President:
Joe “Grizz” Smith
Vice President: Kathryn Bierley
Secretary:
Cheryl Beaty
Treasurer:
Mary Beth Mathews

Garden Centers near us that carry Proven Winners plants are Cedars Garden Center, Wilson’s Garden Center, Millers Greenhouse in Utica, and Oakland Nursery.
For other locations, see the “find a nursery near you” feature on the Proven Winners website.

Creative MGV’S

Lori Swihart
Since I have the most creative MGV's ever, if any of
you have ideas on how to connect to our clients
about gardening, please let me know.

Visit Our Website!

Some ideas to get you thinking - use Pinterest to
upload our Advocate articles, garden pics, etc.

www.licking.osu.edu

Facebook - to share videos of seeding, planting,
propagation
OSU Extension embraces human diversity
and is committed to ensuring that all educational programs conducted by Ohio State
University Extension are available to clientele on a nondiscriminatory basis without
regard to race, color, age, gender, identity
or expression, disability, religion, sexual
orientation, national origin, or veteran status. Keith L. Smith, Associate Vice President of Agricultural Administration and Director, OSU Extension. TDD No. 800-5898292 (Ohio only) or 614-292-1868

Anyone Tweet on Twitter?
Other social media?
Granville Library wants us involved with bi-weekly Zoom classes on gardening...they are the host....you willing to participate? Send me your ideas in an
email.

If you have questions concerning access
or wish to request a sign language interpreter or accommodations for a disability,
please contact OSU Extension - Licking
County at 740-670-5315 or by email
at: lick@postoffice.ag.ohio-state.edu. OSU
Extension does not endorse any particular

March
Kathryn Bierley 3rd
Lori Swihart 9th
Joe Smith 16th
Maribeth Stover 18th
Karen Jackson 21st
Don Grube 26th
Gloria Popovich 28th

April
Jim Williams 3rd
Abi Morton 7th
Carol Svatora 23rd

